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Prep News poll surveys
student study drug use
BY John Webb and Clark DeWoskin
EDITOR IN CHIEF, SPORTS EDITOR

S

Seniors Depart
As seniors prepared to leave for a
month of service, they were recognized by the school in a missioning assembly Monday.
Top, lower left photo by Samuel Beckmann. Lower right by Adam Lux.

Student committee hopes
to standardize cheating’s
consequences
BY Jacob
REPORTER

A

Hilmes

cademic integrity is a behavior mandated by faculty and
staff, but a handful of students at
St. Louis U. High have been taking the extra measures necessary
to provide a secure learning environment.
Assembled at the end of last
year, a small group of students
responded to the call for a joint
Student Council (STUCO) and
Prep News effort (See Volume 77,
Issue 4).
“I think that it’s hard for the
teachers to get a perspective on
what the students think about
cheating, if there isn’t a group of
students to represent everyone
and say, ‘This is what is really happening,’” said group member Matt
Whalen, a junior. “A teacher can’t
see everything, so I think to have
students that are willing to be upfront gives the teachers a bigger
perspective.”
“Even as young as some
of our teachers get, they’re not
in high school right now. So we
provide that really unique per-

spective to help with the teachers, because even though they’ve
been making strides, I think we’ll
provide a really helpful push,” said
junior Ramy Hawatmeh.
Hawatmeh, a member of the
student group, has been focused
on putting plans in motion.
“First meeting, we met over
the summer and decided that it’s
too uneven, as far as punishment
goes or what happens when you
get caught, between the departments,” said Hawatmeh.
The group held meetings
once every two weeks and began
to formulate the idea of a uniform
policy, omnipresent in every department and classroom.
As the students gathered to
discuss their ideas, teachers have
also been assembling for weekly
meetings to examine academic
integrity. The individual groups
agree that a collaboration between the two could directly benefit SLUH and reduce cheating.
“I contacted Mr. Kesterson,
we talked face-to-face, and then
continued on page 8
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even hours of school, and then
sports practice, followed by
hours of homework, compounded by the pressure to do well on
all fronts. To give them a competitive advantage, some students are
turning to prescription medication to help increase their academic abilities.
According to an anonymous
survey conducted by the Prep
News, 12 percent of seniors and
13 percent of juniors say they
have used “study drugs” at least
once. Fifty-four percent of seniors
and 49 percent of juniors reported
that they know someone who has
taken study drugs.
The survey is accurate to
within plus or minus six percentage points.
A “study drug” is defined as
any prescription medication that
is used without a prescription
or, in the case of a student with a
prescription, in larger doses than
prescribed to enhance a student’s

learning abilities. Adderall, Concerta, and other stimulants are
primarily prescribed to treat people with Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) and Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD).
Unlike other types of drugs
such as marijuana and alcohol
that make a person less aware
of his environment, study drugs
help to focus someone’s attention,
making it difficult, if not impossible, to identify students who are
using them.
Although the Prep News
could not interview anyone who
had taken study drugs for this
article because of legal reasons, a
survey gathered responses anonymously to try to get a sense of
their use at SLUH.
Among students who reported knowing someone who used
study drugs, 52 percent of seniors
and 42 percent of juniors reported
that study drug usage was limited
to once or twice per year. Fortythree percent of seniors and 40
percent of juniors reported they
continued on page 8

...And talked of poetry: Fields wins POL

photo | by Luke Miller

BY Brendan
REPORTER

McDermott

J

unior Tom Fields won St. Louis
U. High’s seventh annual Poetry Out Loud competition with
a rousing performance of W.B.
Yeats’ poem “Adam’s Curse.” Junior Patrick Conrey was the runner-up for his performance of Albert Rios’s “The Cities Inside Us.”
Fields, the runner up in last
year’s competition, chose the
poem in part because of its presence on the wall of the English
office.
“I realized that after many
years of going here, I hadn’t really read it, so I stood there and
took a look. (After) I found out it
was the same one on the Poetry
Out Loud website, I picked it out,”
Fields said.
English teacher and Poetry
Out Loud coordinator Chuck
Hussung was impressed by
Fields’s work.
“I thought he had a great performance,” said Hussung. “It was
a poem that doesn’t end up where
it starts out and I thought his performance moved with the poem,
that he was responding to the different parts.
continued on page 8
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Augie John receives
Archbishop May Award
photo | Mrs. Kathy Chott

Senior Augie John at Urban Challenge in New Jersey last summer. John will
receive the Archbishop May Award for service.

BY Jack Sinay
REPORTER

S

enior Augie John will receive
the 2012 Archbishop John L.
May Service Award, given each
year to one St. Louis U. High
senior for his dedication to service throughout his time in high
school and middle school.
The Archdiocese of St. Louis’s Office of Catholic Education’s
website describes the recipient
of the award as “a current senior
who participates in voluntary service at school and in the greater
community.” This award is presented at all St. Louis Archdiocese
Catholic schools, but one overall
winner is not chosen from those
40-50 schools.
In late April, Archbishop
Carlson will present the awards
to all of the candidates at a special
banquet. About two weeks after
this banquet, towards the beginning of May, John will then be
recognized during SLUH’s yearending awards assembly. John
will also be written about in the
St. Louis Review.
After a short application period, SLUH’s campus ministers
talk and decide the winner. This
year, campus minister Simonie
Anzalone was in charge of the
group. Out of about ten other
closely-competing candidates, the
campus ministers chose John.
John has worked in and out
of SLUH in his service. Outside
of school, he and his mother work
together to cook for the Ronald
McDonald House, Karen House,
and St. Catherine Drexel. He goes

to each one of these venues once a
week, totaling about three hours.
He has less recently visited
St. Louis Food Bank and St. Peter and Paul Homeless Shelter,
tutored at Holy Trinity and Jama
Grade Schools, and worked at
Hillside Animal Hospital. He had
also been on the Service Learning retreat here at SLUH for two
straight years since he was a sophomore.
Out of these, John claims
that he is most consistent with
Karen House. Starting at the end
of freshman year, he has worked
it every week, including last summer.
“There’s just a very strong
ministry of service because you’re
really there with them—you cook
the meals for them, you eat with
them, you talk with them … you
really step into their lives,” said
John.
Last summer, he went to Abigail House in Camden, N.J. for
Urban Challenge with SLUH. He
describes this as one of his hardest projects ever because of the
amount of work with dementia
patients. “I’m not used to working
with people who aren’t fully there
… and that kind of threw me off,”
said John.
Although appreciative, John
questioned the morals of the
award when asked for any final
comments on it.
“It almost seems like a contradiction to receive an award
for service because to do service
means that you’re not supposed to
get any reward,” said John.
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With letters, Cummings continues recovery
BY Joe Kreienkamp
CORE STAFF

S

ince suffering a heart attack on
Oct. 29, Tom Cummings, S.J.,
has been recovering in the Skilled
Nursing Center at Mercy Hospital, where he is receiving physical
therapy.
Many things are difficult for
Cummings in his current condition. He has trouble moving
around and it takes a lot of effort
for him to get out of the hospital
bed.
“I want to say Mass but I can
hardly stand up,” said Cummings.
Cummings continues his
path to recovery, but wishes there
was less medicine involved. Cummings said that he had four shots
and over ten pills in one day.
He says he continues to think
about St. Louis U. High and would
love to come back, but knows he
might have to go elsewhere after
his recovery.
Cummings has not been
alone through all of the medical
treatments. During Cummings’s
free time, he looks over letters
sent to him. Ever since the heart
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attack, Cummings has received
many letters of support. Cummings has a CaringBridge webpage, which updates others of his
condition. His CaringBridge page
has recorded more than 6,660 visits to the site. Many people leave
a note for Cummings to read or
wish him well. Cummings’s relatives have compiled a guestbook
for him to look at, in which he
can read every post on his CaringBridge site or every letter that
is mailed to him.
“You really don’t realize how
much you are loved until something like this happens,” said
Cummings.
Cummings has received
notes from beyond his friends
at SLUH and Rockhurst High
School in Kansas City. On Election Day, Cummings received a
letter from Doug Kramer, a 1989
Rockhurst graduate who works
in the White House. Kramer
serves as the White House Staff
Secretary, and took time during
the Election Day chaos to praise
Cummings for the mentorship,
friendliness, and influence on his
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life today.
The guest booklet is packed
with pictures and words of support, and the letters overwhelm
Cummings. He said that he gets
very tired and cannot read all of
them, but appreciates that people
are thinking of him.
Many people have been visiting Cummings in his room at the
nursing center as well. There were
so many people coming that it
was decided that it might be better to limit visitors so that Cummings can get the rest he needs to
recover.
“They finally had to put that
sign on the door because so many
people were coming,” said Cummings.
Cummings continues to
work towards recovery. He says
he can feel that the therapy is
helping him build back up his leg
muscles that had become weak after suffering the heart attack.
If you would like to send
Cummings a note, you may make
a submission on his CaringBridge
page or bring letters to Campus
Ministry that will be delivered to
Cummings.
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Hussung presents on Charles Williams at SLU Hobbit Symposium
BY Mitch Mackowiak
WEB EDITOR

A

few years ago, while waiting
in the Currigan Room lunch
line, English teacher Chuck Hussung overheard a St. Louis University student mention a fairly
obscure author.
“I heard him refer to Charles
Williams, and I’m the guy who
refers to Charles Williams,” said
Hussung. “In my experience other people rarely do, so I lit up and
made sure I talked to him.”
The student was taking a
class called the Oxford Christians, which taught material by
a bygone group of authors called
the Inklings that included J. R. R.
Tolkien, C. S. Lewis, and Charles
Williams.
Hussung discovered that one
of his former students, Justin Noetzel ’96, taught the class, and he

contacted him. When Noetzel
was setting up a symposium about
the Inklings, he invited Hussung,
knowing that he teaches one of
Williams’s works, The Place of the
Lion, in his Honors English class.
The Hobbit Symposium, celebrating both the 75th anniversary of The Hobbit and its upcoming
movie release, happened on Dec.
1 in an attic room at DuBourg
hall. Most presenters hailed from
SLU, but the symposium also
drew attendees from Houston,
Marquette University, and Washington D.C. Four sessions divided
the day, each with four or five
people presenting papers exclusively on Tolkien’s works, with the
exception of Hussung.
“There might have been the
occasional reference to C. S. Lewis, and if I hadn’t been there, there
would have been no references
to Charles Williams whatsoever,”

said Hussung.
Hussung presented in the
first session, which was a round
table discussion with four others
that was about teaching works
by the Inklings. He talked about
teaching The Place of the Lion,
which he felt was appreciated by
some but not all as the 40 or so
attendees came primarily for the
Tolkien talks.
The rest of the talks followed
a more formal fashion where
people presented their papers and
opened the field up to questions
afterwards.
Some talks adopted a literary angle, as SLU professor Paul
Acker explained the origins of
the fourteen dwarves’ names in
The Hobbit. Others explored how
Tolkien’s work has bled into other
media forms. Paul Hahn, for instance, talked about his experience coaching singers to sing in

elvish when the St. Louis Symphony performed music from
Howard Shore’s Lord of the Rings
Symphony.
Tolkien’s personal history
was not excluded from the discussion, as sometimes it seemed
to have repercussions in his book,
like his mysteriously unmentioned relationship with his wife.
“People seem to think that
the women of the tales are on the
whole otherworldly,” said Hussung. “Even within that world,
they seem so heroic or elvishalien that there’s something missing, maybe, that down-to-earth
marital relations don’t show up
much.”
Douglas Anderson, who assembled the annotated version of
The Hobbit, gave the final talk and
also clicked through a slideshow
of international Hobbit illustrations from its publishing in 1937

to the present.
The symposium concluded
with a screening of the not-sorenowned 1977 animated version
of The Hobbit.
“It wasn’t just boo the bad
guys, but boo the movie itself if
you wanted to,” said Hussung.
As this was a relatively large
gathering in the eyes of the Tolkien community, people from the
new Hobbit movie supplied Hobbit paraphernalia as raffle prizes:
Hussung scored a t-shirt from a
surplus of the merchandise.
Overall, Hussung enjoyed
being exposed to the Tolkien
niche community through the
symposium.
“In some ways, that’s why you
go these things,” said Hussung.
“You go for the ideas, but you also
go to meet people and hear them
talk about their interests and their
career.”
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Letter
SLUH’s surface is not its substance
To the Editors:
During the Advent prayer service
last week, Andy Hitch gave a great
reflection about the importance
of humility during the Christmas season. Andy encouraged
us to look beyond receiving the
material and flashy, like the newest Apple i-Whatever, Halo 4, or
fresh pair of Timberland boots.
He spoke about how our desire
for gifts eclipses the real focus
of Christmas: Christ’s birth, and
how the incarnation is God’s ultimate example of humility.
But what about SLUH? Is
SLUH looking beyond image? Is
SLUH focusing less on the physical and more on the intangible,
like the spiritual and intellectual
growth of the students?
In the three and a half years
that I have been here, I have seen
rapid change. The Field House
was officially opened at the beginning of my freshman year.
After my sophomore year, the
old commons was ripped out and
construction began on the new
Si Commons. By February of my
junior year, the space, along with
the adjacent hallways, had been
completed. I’m not gonna lie, the
new space was beautiful. But was
it worth the $5 million investment?
A lot of little things changed,
too. Giant flat screen TVs started
popping up. What are they used
for? Displaying pictures and a list
of who needs to go to Mr. Kesterson’s office. Are those really worth
the several-thousand-dollar investment? One of the TVs sits
outside the cafeteria line entrance.
I swear it has never been turned
on. The protective film is even
still on it! The computer labs have
been refurbished several times.

Every year, there are newer and
better iMacs in the library and in
the labs. But what do I see those
computers mostly used for? Video
games. There is a new laptop cart
with brand-new, gorgeous aluminum MacBooks, and some teachers are using iPads. The older
computers worked just fine. Do
we really need tens of thousands
of dollars in new computers/laptops every year? Do these “technological advancements” really
enhance our learning?
Perhaps the cost of new computers and flat screen TVs could
go towards hiring more teachers.
More teachers mean fewer students in each class. Smaller class
sizes allow for more intimate
discussions, which are the most
productive and exciting moments
of learning. iPads and new computers are just a distraction. Mr.
Hannick is able to teach my Calculus class very effectively with
just a textbook and a chalkboard.
Why is SLUH buying all of these
new, flashy gadgets if they don’t
substantially enhance the learning process? Is it to impress prospective students? Is it to appeal
to donating alumni? I was plenty
impressed by the tour I took in
7th grade, even though the iMacs
in the library were several years
out-dated.
What appealed to me during that tour was how SLUH
advertised its tradition. I loved
the newspaper clippings, photos,
and trophies that lined the hallways around the old commons.
There was something so charming about the nostalgia. I could
really see that tradition never
graduates at SLUH. Those framed
photos were the images that mattered. Now, that memorabilia is
just a giant glossy sticker. Shiny

… right? The fake plastic sheath
has weirdly sucked the life out of
those pictures.
SLUH wasn’t so prim and
perfect during that tour. It had
flavor … depth. Those framed
sports stories were crammed into
every inch of wall space. The art
wing was a mess with paintings,
pottery, and art supplies (it still is
too, which is awesome). The old
STUCO room had graffiti all over
the walls. SLUH was perfect because of its imperfections. SLUH
seemed like a home. Now, the
main entrance is a pristine, granite countertop-adorned room. It
is sterile. It lacks personality. Sure,
it is very lovely at first glance, but
where is the spirit of SLUH? Too
much attention has been paid to
the wrong details. We are starting
to look like business park rather
than a 194-year-old institution
with a rich and valuable history.
But don’t get me wrong. I love
SLUH. I love it so much that I am
truly concerned about the current
track it’s on. We seem to be focusing more and more on the image
rather than the substance. Advertising our facilities is a necessary
part of the admission process, and
we need to get alumni excited, but
are we taking our image so far
that we forget that we are primarily an academic institution? Aren’t
people impressed by mature,
intellectual, and compassionate boys, rather than perfectlyprinted booklets advertising how
amazing we are? The newest technologies and beautiful facilities
don’t make men who are open to
growth, intellectually competent,
loving, religious, and committed
to doing justice. Teachers, students, and all the people at SLUH
do. Let’s not forget that.
Elliot McCandless ’13

Letter
Bring back off-campus senior lunch
To the Editors:
As the class of 2013 and administration know very well, the seniors this year have had nearly
all of our privileges stripped. A
privilege is a right, immunity, or
exemption given to people to free
them from certain obligations. A
senior privilege, therefore, would
be a special right, immunity, or
exemption granted to one who
has achieved the status of a senior. While the seniors are still allowed to have facial hair, at least
those who can grow it, we are
like underclassmen in all other
respects, meaning we have nothing of substance that sets us apart
from the rest of the school. What
did the class of 2013 do to have
our senior privileges taken from
us? Most seniors I have talked to
aren’t sure exactly why we had
our privileges taken. We are especially confused because at the
Missioning ceremony for the seniors President Laughlin thanked
us for being such a great class.
However, in Ryan Trenter’s letter
to the Prep News he stated that Dr.
John Moran said that the seniors
will be able to win back some of

these, or new senior privileges, by,
for example, being the winning
class in a charity event. The senior
class is receiving mixed signals
and reasons for our privileges being taken. I personally have heard
many different reasons. For example, I have heard that now that we
have a bigger cafeteria, we don’t
have the need to let seniors go off
lunch. I have also heard rumors
it’s dangerous, previous classes
have misused the privileges, and
we didn’t earn them. The fact is
that the seniors have been left
without our privileges without
consistent reason and without a
way to earn them back, apparently. I personally have heard many
different reasons.
The specific privileges that
have been stripped from the
seniors this year that other senior
classes in the past have enjoyed
include off-campus lunch and
“senior chill room”. While there
is a desire for the chill-room,
my priority is off-campus lunch
because it seems reasonable and
can be admitted immediately.
However, as it was defined earlier,
a privilege is not the same as a
reward. Therefore, either all pre-

vious senior classes should have
been calling them senior rewards,
or they are rightfully deemed senior privileges because they are
inherited from class to class for
everything we do for SLUH. I
tend to agree with the latter. We
should not have to earn a senior
privilege. To say we have done
nothing for this school to be entitled to the right of these privileges, specifically off-campus lunch,
is outrageous. Over the past three
and a half years the amount of
community service, open houses,
and other various events we have
participated in are numerous. We
did these willingly out of respect
to our school and our school’s
reputation. Senior privileges are a
product of everything that class of
seniors does before ever entering
into their senior year. Senior privileges have not, nor should they
ever be earned during senior year,
especially at a school which prides
itself on the motto “Tradition
Never Graduates”. The administration is being un-appreciative
by stripping off-campus lunch
from us. To take our privileges
away through no fault or lack of
effort by the SLUH class of 2013
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Notebook
Noticing the unnoticeable:
how time erodes habits
BY Mitch Mackowiak
WEB EDITOR

7

:07’ read the clock. I groaned
inwardly. A new record in
oversleeping on a school day.
Where were the days, I
thought as I wolfed down a scanty
breakfast, when I left the house
around seven? Then I could cruise
along an uncongested highway,
pull into a front row senior parking spot, and have time to dawdle
around the school before homeroom (my commute to SLUH is
20 minutes). Now it’s putting on
the gas in the fast lane and constantly glancing at the clock, calculating if I’ll get to the lot with
five minutes to spare before 7:50.
How had I slipped?
Slipping is a funny, dangerous thing. It happens when you
lose something—friction, consciousness, willpower. And its
power lies in subtlety.
For instance, take the process
of falling asleep in class. (You’ve
only observed others doing this,
right?) You can never tell when
you start falling asleep, it just kinda happens. And at some point
you know what’s happening, but
either you don’t want to stop or
can’t. Then your head dips a little
too low and, boom, you’re awake
again (for a little while).
That last part is when whatever’s been slipping slaps you in
the face for attention. The slap in
the face of sleeping in just a little
later is being late. After that you
resolve to do better, but do you?
That slipping is more physical, but some are mental, like
something I like to call (as of this
sentence) the Law of Diminishing Enthusiasm. Ever had a really
good idea you wanted to jump
into right away? And you start
it, but give up shortly thereafter?
That’s the LDE.
So in order to stick with a
project (for better or worse), you

must eliminate your desire to
quit. One of the best ways to accomplish this is publicity. If you
tell people about your project and
they ask you how you’re coming
along after you’ve given up ... it’s
embarrassing. But if you don’t
give up and eventually finish it,
they’ll (hopefully) congratulate
you.
A couple years ago, fresh off
a summer including a few particularly riveting books, I wanted
to write one of my own. This idea
wasn’t new—I attempted the same
feat two years before that and
didn’t get more than 39 pages. So
some changes had to be made.
First, I signed up for National
Novel Writing Month, which is a
thing that began in 1999 where
participants attempt to write a
novel of at least 50,000 words in
November. Alright, goal set. Then
I told a few of my friends. That
potential liability got me through
the last quarter of the month after my seemingly endless well
of ideas had dried out and writing the daily 1,667 turned into a
chore.
Slipping is often a cycle.
Slip, reset, slip, reset. If you try
to cross an iced-over lake, that’s
what would happen. But eventually something disrupts the
cycle, usually a break in habit
or schedule. Christmas break
primes us for the generally accepted reset button of the human
psyche, New Year’s. Resolutions
abound! People strap on a pair of
ice skates and vow to keep them
on just because the year changes.
The strange (and perhaps predictable) thing is, most people quickly
un-skate themselves. People say
they’ll properly reset, but in the
back of their mind it isn’t really
a proper reset. Which makes me
wonder, what can convince us to
properly reset?

Football Sportsmanship

SOCCER ALL-STATE

The St. Louis U. High
football team earned the
Interscholastic Association of Football Officials
MCC Sportsmanship
award for the 2012
season. It is the second
consecutive year that the
FootBills have been recognized with the award.

1st Team: F Zach Hoffman (senior)

is ridiculous. A privilege is inherent from class to class. If they are
being misused, then they should
be stripped of those seniors who
cannot handle that responsibility.
While
our
privileges
have been taken from us,
administration
has
allowed
seniors this year the privilege to
leave as soon as their academic day
ends. However, not only do few
people have a free period last, but

Honorable Mention: D
Chris Gys (senior)

also most of those people either
have a carpool they must wait for,
a sport to play, or another extracurricular they are committed
to. Therefore, the ability to leave
if you have a free period seventh
affects only those with no after
school commitments, no carpool,
are a senior, and have a free period
last: a very limited group.
Again, the central privilege I,
along with my fellow senior
continued on page 5
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Go bananas: Sustainability visits MICDS,
Washington University
BY Paul J
REPORTER

Fister

O

n Friday, Nov. 30 and Friday, Dec. 12, the St. Louis
U. High Sustainability Committee sent groups of faculty and students to the kitchens of two different school campuses to explore
the different ways of making food
on a school-sized scale more sustainable.
History teacher and committee chair Anne Marie Lodholz
and Assistant Principal for Mission Jim Linhares attended both
field trips with different students
both days. The first trip was to
MICDS on Nov. 30 and the second to Washington University
last Friday. Both trips lasted from
the beginning of activity period to
the end of fourth period.
“It was just kind of a factfinding mission to learn about
different schools that were trying
to be sustainable in their food service programs,” said Lodholz. “We
were just getting a taste of what’s
out there, what are different systems that are used, different techniques, different approaches to
the market.”
The committee had been discussing sustainable food for the
last two weeks, the first time they
touched on the topic. They hoped
to discover what other schools are
doing and bring it back to school.
“After we gather this information we hope to think about
how to make our food program
better,” said Lodholz.
Lodholz, Linhares and freshman Michael Hayes went to
MICDS’s campus to meet with
the school’s food service director.
“(MICDS is) a part of a program called Flick,” explained
Lodholz, “which is an independent school’s focused sustainable
company that works with independent schools across the country.”
On Friday Lodholz and Linhares were accompanied by math
teacher Dan Schuler, juniors Ross
Roth-Johnson and Nate Beckemeyer, and sophomore Garrett
Fox to visit Washington University to meet with representatives
from their food service program
and sustainability department.
“Their food service program
is run by a company called Bon
Apétit,” said Lodholz. “We looked

at their company and what they
provide, which is obviously on a
much larger scale.”
All the students that went on
the trip were impressed with the
efforts of Washington University’s
food program.
“I was really impressed. Their
kitchen was huge. It was massive,” said Roth-Johnson. “One
hundred percent of their beef was
grass-fed, and all of their eggs
were produced without antibiotics.”
“The way they set up their
kitchen is amazing,” said Fox.
“Like how it even runs. They have
so many (sustainable) efforts.
They guarantee that 20 percent of
all their food is local . . . They also
have a huge vegan and vegetarian
menu. And they don’t even have
a freezer, because all of their food
comes fresh.”
One idea Washington University’s food program wanted to
employ was the use of fair-trade
food, so they decided as a school
to serve only fair-trade bananas.
“They could only find one
company at the time to bring in
fair-trade bananas,” said Lodholz.
“In order to do this they had to
bring in one pallet of bananas a
week. That’s a lot of bananas, even
for a place at Wash U.”
“They had so many fair-trade
bananas,” said Roth-Johnson.
“They were just making banana
smoothies and that kind of stuff.”
Washington University had
originally partnered with other
companies with which to share
their bananas, but eventually the
plan fell through because of the

cost. The Sustainabills thought
perhaps SLUH could take some
bananas off of Wash U’s hands.
“Maybe the Honduras table
could sell bananas,” suggested
Lodholz. “It’s a Honduran company, too. If they’re looking for
something to replace a Hostess
cupcake, I can’t think of anything
better than a fair-trade banana.”
The committee hopes to
some day improve the food program at SLUH to make it more
sustainable.
“We’re looking across the
board,” explained Lodholz. “We’re
always trying to keep in balance:
how are we caring for the people
of SLUH, how are we doing it in
an economic fashion, and how are
we using our resources wisely. . .
You could step back and look at
the whole company itself; is Food
Service Consultants operating in
a healthy, sustainable way?”
The sustainable differences
that SLUH could make to the
food program would make the
cafeteria much better, says Fox.
“I think that if we switch to
something like that (at Wash. U.),
I know I would like lunch a lot
better, and feel a lot better about
eating it,” he said.
“There’s all sorts of really cool
potential,” said Lodholz, “it’s just a
matter of trying to meet, talk, and
see what we want to do.”
The Sustainabills plan on
taking one more trip to the Maplewood School District to meet
with the head chef there, who for
the last five years has been working to make the food more sustainable.
photo | courtesy of Anne Marie Lodholz

A display of disposal options at Wash U.

Juniors move into NHS leadership
BY Jack Godar
CORE STAFF

T

he hierarchy of National
Honor Society student officers will change next year, as the
officers will be a mix of seniors
and juniors—the current juniors
and sophomores.
NHS moderators Kathy
Chott and Kate Toussaint decided
on the new format of three senior
officers and three junior officers
after considering ways to get juniors more involved in NHS. In
the new set-up, seniors will hold
the offices of President, Tutoring Chair, and Secretary, while
juniors will hold the positions
of Vice President, Treasurer and
Special Events Officer.
The current juniors have al-

ready elected officers for their positions: Michael Sit as president,
Mark Robinson as tutoring chair,
and Luke Robinson as secretary.
In addition to serving as officers
next year, they will also assume
duties while the current seniors
are on Senior Project, and will
help Chott plan events for the beginning of the 2013-2014 school
year in the spring, to avoid planning during the summer.
“Everybody’s in a different
mode during the summer, but I’d
like to prepare some things for the
beginning of the year,” said Chott.
Chott said that in prior years,
seniors have been too busy with
college applications, essays, and
also visiting senior project sites to
focus on their duties as NHS of-

ficers.
“Senior year is a hard year for
seniors—maybe academically it’s
tougher junior year—but senior
year, they’re applying to colleges,
they’re writing college applications, they’ve got senior service,”
Chott said. “They become very
busy and it’s hard for them to be
as involved in NHS as we would
like them to be.”
Chott hopes that, in addition
to alleviating the workload of the
senior officers, the junior officers
will bring a spark to the NHS executive board.
“I’m hoping they’ll bring in
energy,” Chott said.
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Conversation: SLUH
exchange student Yining
Chen in AP company

photo | courtesy Ching-ling Tai

Cathryn (Yining) Chen (second from left) with the other exchange students in January.
BY Kenneth
REPORTER

Warner

The Prep News emailed former
exchange student Yining Chen,
otherwise known to people at
SLUH as Cathryn. She was one
of the exchange students from the
Nanjing Foreign Language School
(NFLS) that SLUH hosted last semester. Chen took the BC Calculus
AP test last spring without taking
the class. She was one of 17 students—out of the 94,403 students
who took the exam in 2012—to
score a perfect 108 out of 108.
Kenneth Warner: How are you
doing?
Yining Chen: My junior year curriculum is quite intense. I have
been working late every day since
September. I worked on the Students Union Election, then the
Math Olympiad Competition,
then the Midterm Exams, and
then SAT II (subject tests). We’re
now having an art festival, but
pretty soon we’ll have to face the
third quarter exams. We now have
ten classes a day for four days in a
week and eight for only Wednesday, since we’re going to take the
first part of the college-entrance
examination next March. (In
China, we take four subject tests
in Junior year and another five
in senior year.) Most people in
our school will not take the second half, though, for most of us
are planning to apply to colleges
abroad.
KW: How did you find out about
your achievement?
YC: Well, from you.
KW: What did you do after you
found out?
YC: I told my mother the news
right away.
KW: How did you prepare for the
test?
YC: Admittedly, I had learned the
derivative part of calculus when I
did the Math and Physics Olympiads in China, but I knew little
about integrals. I borrowed the
Princeton Review book on calculus from the SLUH Library and
worked on it (roughly 10 pages
a day). After that, I downloaded
several practice tests from the
internet and practiced by myself.
When I registered for the exam,
(Assistant Principal for Academics Tom) Becvar asked me if I was
aware of the contents and the form
of the exam, and he also warned

me that the exam was quite demanding. Well, the more he said
so, the more I got interested in it.
So I registered for the test. Whenever I was confronted with difficulties, I went to Mr. Becvar for
help. Thanks to his instructions, I
was able to progress rapidly.
KW: How are math classes in
China different from the one you
experienced in America?
YC: As I have said before, I took
part in the Math Olympiad Competitions so sometimes I learned
things ahead of the curriculum.
For the regular math courses
in China, we don’t divide math
into several sub-courses, like geometry, algebra, and calculus.
Every year we take a little bit of
everything. As to the degree of
difficulty, it is true that our math
classes are more demanding. You
have to be adroit at every technique by practicing a lot since the
tests will stage all sorts of puzzles
that intrigue us. For the highly
competitive Math Olympiad, the
problems are extremely hard, and
we have to learn even more techniques. Some of my classmates
did all of the problems in a couple
of workbooks adding up to approximately 10 centimeters high!
At SLUH, I took (George) Mills’
advanced geometry, and I really
enjoyed it! We got to do a lot of
sketchpad work and paper work
(which we are usually too busy to
do in China) and we even set up a
Sudoku Tournament!
KW: Any other secrets to your
success?
YC: I think that’s all. Again, thanks
to Mr. Becvar and Mr. Mills!
KW: Do your career plans involve
math?
YC: I am not sure about my career yet, but very likely I’ll do
engineering or something else related to math.
KW: Are you looking to go to college in America?
YC: Yes, I am, just like most of
the students in our school NFLS
do. The atmosphere of American
campuses really appeals to me.
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Little players put big meaning in Immacolata Tourney dedicated to
daughter of Connie McDermott
BY Clark DeWoskin
Sports Editor

I

t’s not too common that an entire community rallies around
a third grade basketball tournament. It’s even less common that
a third grade basketball tournament receives attention from
professional athletes like David
Freese and Matt Holliday and
serves food from some of St. Louis’s favorite restaurants.
But this will all be the case at
Immacolata parish in Richmond
Heights in a couple of weeks.
The parish will host the 4th Annual Mary McDermott 3rd Grade
Basketball tournament. The event
will honor the memory of Mary
McDermott, daughter of Connie
McDermott, learning resources
consultant at St. Louis U. High,
and Bill McDermott, a soccer
broadcaster and member of St.
Louis University’s soccer hall of
fame.
Four years ago, the McDermotts lost their daughter to liver
failure; her passing came unexpectedly. Mary was 24. The family,
out of its gratitude to the doctors
at SSM Cardinal Glennon Children’s Medical Center who cared
for Mary throughout her life, has
since worked to raise funds and
to keep Mary’s name alive at the
hospital.
Mary and her twin sister Colleen were born prematurely and
underweight. Cardinal Glennon
cared for Mary from birth. Three
heart operations, two liver surgeries, and five months later, Mary was
healthy enough to return home.
“We’ve always been very
close to Cardinal Glennon,” said
Connie McDermott. “We’re very
grateful for all that they did for
Mary. So we’ve always been active
with them to raise money.”
The McDermotts looked to
their community to help them
raise the funds for their project,
and one of the first places they
turned was their home parish of
Immacolata. Mary attended Immacolata and graduated in 1999.
“We’ve raised hundreds of
thousands of dollars and one
of the ways is the Immacolata

basketball tournament,” said
Connie McDermott. “Mary
loved sports, loved them.”
Thus, the Mary McDermott
Third Grade Basketball tournament was born. Third grade is the
first year for competitive basketball in the St. Louis Catholic Youth
Apostolate’s CYC sports program.
“Well it was initially my
idea,” said Steve Mattingly, lay
director at Immacolata. “It was
a couple days after Mary passed
away and we were just trying to think of a way to honor
Mary, keep her memory alive.”
The tournament has since
become a parish event, as multiple families work together to
coordinate the event. Some like
David Hannon of Patrick’s Sports
Bar and Grill (Formerly Pujols 5)
in Westport, help prepare food,
while others work to sell advertising or referee games. SLUH senior
Joe Merrill, who attended Immacolata School, does “Chicago
Bulls-style” announcing for the
tournament.
“It’s really friendly, there’s no
parents yelling, the dads are grilling really good food, everyone’s
having a fun time,” said Merrill.
SLUH graduates Tim Potter,
’09, and Matt Potter, ’11, who also
attended Immacolata, help referee
the tournament.
“It’s really a parish event,”
said Mattingly.
The tournament features both
boys’ and girls’ teams, including
one this year from Vincennes,
Ind. Items such as autographed
jerseys are auctioned off throughout the weekend to raise money.
This year’s auction features jerseys
donated by David Beckham of the
L.A. Galaxy, Hall of Famer Ozzie
Smith, and Abby Wambach of
the U.S. women’s national soccer
team to accompany those from
St. Louis Cardinals David Freese
and Matt Holliday. All proceeds
go directly to Cardinal Glennon.
“It’s been a big success,” said
Connie McDermott. “I think
last year we raised $21,000 just
in that three-day weekend.”
“(Mr. McDermott) wanted to
give something back because they

photo | courtesy of Bill McDermott

Third graders representing Lourdes and Immacolata gather around for prayer before playing in a past tournament.
The tournament is dedicated to Mary McDermott, who passed away at 24.

had done such a wonderful job,”
she said. “He was so grateful for
having Mary.”
At the time of her death,
Mary was on the waiting list for a
liver transplant.
“She was never sick during
her life, you would never know
that there was anything wrong
with Mary,” said Connie McDermott “Then, she just didn’t wake
up one morning.”
After Mary’s passing, the McDermott’s went back to Cardinal
Glennon with a simple question.
They wanted to know how they
could help, and more importantly, how they could keep Mary’s
name alive at Cardinal Glennon.
“Nobody knows the miracles
that go on at Cardinal Glennon,”
said McDermott. “It’s a wonderful place. The minute you go in
that door, you know that you’re
given the best care and that all the
doctors and nurses really love the
kids. We’d go back and they’d say
‘Oh, Mary’s here!’”
Connie McDermott referenced the personal attention they
received from Cardinal Glennon’s
doctors, and one doctor in

Fister, Hilmes, and Keuss win Annual
Catholic Appeal Essay Contest
BY Charlie
REPORTER

E

Mueth

very year, St. Louis U. High
takes part in the Annual
Catholic Appeal Scholarship Essay Contest. The three winners
from SLUH this year were Jacob
Hilmes, Brendan Keuss, and Paul
Fister.
The contest requires students
to write an essay about stewardship and the importance of the
Annual Catholic Appeal (ACA).
The ACA is an Archdiocesan-run
program that collects donations
from each parish and distributes
that money to several institutions
in the St. Louis area.
Each Catholic high school
in the St. Louis area submits its
top three essays to be ranked the
ACA. Only juniors are allowed to
enter the contest. The three winners from each school all receive

a scholarship to help cover their
senior-year tuition.
Science teacher and junior
class moderator Mary Russo was
in charge of the contest at SLUH.
When attempting to draw students to enter the contest, Russo
tried not to entice students with
the scholarship.
“The challenge for me was
to push the stewardship perspective,” said Russo, who was in
charge of selecting SLUH’s three
essays.
Hilmes, who was ranked first
from the SLUH students, tried to
focus his essay on his experiences
of going to Sts. Peter and Paul
shelter and serving food to homeless men.
“At first I thought it was just
service and it was going to be boring,” said Hilmes of his experiences at Sts. Peter and Paul shelter.
“Afterwards, I saw that it made a

5

huge impact on my life.”
Fister, a pastoral team member, defined stewardship as “caring leadership” in his essay. He
also wrote about his many experiences in leading prayer services
and in helping coordinate events
such as the Adopt-a-Family Drive.
“I talked a lot about the promotion I’ve done to help encourage people to give to these drives,”
said Fister.
“It was kind of funny because
we got called to Mr. Laughlin’s office. I had thought that I hadn’t
turned in my scholarship letter
for work grant, so I thought that I
was in trouble,” said Hilmes when
describing his feelings after hearing that he had won. “Then (Mr.
Laughlin) was shaking our hands,
telling us good job, and I was
overjoyed.”
—Reporting contributed by
Adam Thorp

particular.
“Dr. Keenan, he was the head
of the neonatology group,” she
said. “When (Mary) came home
she was still sick up through
about the first year of her life.
And I would call him and say,
‘These are the symptoms, what do
you think?’ And he’d say, ‘I don’t
know but I’ll stop by on my way
home from work.’ And he would.”
Team Mary McDermott
was formed by the McDermott
family to benefit a new, stateof-the-art hybrid cardiac catheterization suite that was to be
built at Cardinal Glennon and
is now named in Mary’s honor.
“Mary would want other
kids to have the same care that
she had,” reads the Team Mary
McDermott mission statement.
The hybrid suite enables
multiple doctors to perform surgery on a patient at one time,
preventing the need for successive surgeries on young patients, and shortening recovery
time with new technology to
facilitate less invasive surgery.
“Their first case was a young
child, eight or nine years old, that
was in a car accident,” said Con-

nie McDermott. “While the brain
surgeon was working to relieve
the problems with the skull, there
were also other doctors working on
other fractures all over the body.”
This year’s tournament will
fall just one week after the fouryear anniversary of Mary’s death.
It has turned what could have been
a time of grief for the McDermott
family into one that is full of life.
“People have fun, and the
people that aren’t familiar with
why we’re doing the tournament,
give them about half the game
and they get it,” said Mattingly.
“They get why we’re there. The
best moment of the tournament
is at the end as teams finish their
final game, (the McDermotts) go
over as a family and thank them,
and tell them why they’re there.”
The tournament will be held
from Dec. 28-30 at Immacolata,
8900 Clayton Road. All are invited to attend, eat, buy tournament
t-shirts, or bid on auction items.
The McDermotts and Immacolata
also ask for donations online at
www.glennon.org. Advertising is
also available in the tournament’s
program.

Off-campus lunch
(continued from page 3)
classmates of 2013, am asking for
back is off-campus lunch. I have
gone off-campus for lunch once
this year. Unfortunately, I was
caught and received a JUG and
three Demerits. I was enjoying a
privilege that many classes before
us have also enjoyed because I believed I should be entitled to it and
because I wanted a good lunch to
enjoy during my extended time
due to a free period. These new
restrictions have turned good
kids who would normally follow
the rules into rule-breakers who
spend more time with Mr. Kesterson than they have previously.
Off-campus lunch is great, getting
caught having to sneak off to do it
isn’t so great though and the JUGs
can be both tiring and inconvenient. We wish the class of 2013
could be treated as seniors have
been treated in prior years. It really isn’t fair at all. We, as seniors,
were waiting and expecting to en-

joy these privileges and now that
they are taken we aren’t getting
the same experience we deserve.
We, as seniors, are supposed to
be the leaders of the school but
because we are now treated like
every other student we find it difficult to lead. Needless to say, our
impatience and frustration in having our senior privileges stripped
from us and leaving us with only
controversial and unclear reasons.
We ask the administration and
whoever else is in control of our
senior privileges, to please have a
little trust in the class of 2013 and
future SLUH students when they
too become seniors.
Jack Whyte, ’13
Co-signed by: Joseph Walsh,
’13; Cole Tarlas, ’13; John McCann, ’13; Connor Hellman, ’13;
and Nick Kimble, ’13; Michael
Tayon, ’13; Phil Stelzer, ’13
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Christmas trees are up
all around the school.
Do you know where
these trees are located?

Père Noël, the Snow Princess, and Taiwanese sovereignty: SLUH
community members discuss Christmas around the world
BY Will
STAFF

Smith and Jack Kiehl

Christmas Traditions
Myriam Aliste (Chile): Very
similar to here. It’s summertime
there, but we still have the same
idea of a white Christmas because
of the movies, so people put up
pretend snow on the trees…The
main difference is that some families open presents at midnight,
after we have a big family dinner,
kind of like Thanksgiving here.
The clock strikes midnight and
everyone hugs and opens presents. Maybe when the children
are little they wait until the next
day but most of the time people
do it after midnight. There’s dancing, a lot of parties going on. The
next day all of the children are
outside, you see (them) playing
with their toys. It’s a very relaxing
time, people watch TV, play football—which is soccer here—and
continue the cooking.
Jennifer Crespin (France): What
happens, like what a lot of people
do here, is people go to Mass then
they wait until the next day after
Père Noël comes, then they open

their presents.
Ching-ling Tai (Taiwan): In
America, it has a more religious
meaning but in Taiwan or China
it’s just a festivity where people
go exchange presents and have
parties. It’s just for social rather
than religious reasons. And actually Christmas is not the official holiday. It’s not a holiday in
China completely. In Taiwan, it
is a holiday but it is not a holiday
for Christians but a holiday to celebrate Taiwan’s return to China’s
sovereignty, but there are a lot of
Christians that will celebrate it
in a religious way. People everywhere are the same, and they may
celebrate Christmas in a different
way, but I think basically they all
wish to have a peaceful and joyous time.
John Lan Tran (Vietnam): When
I was in Vietnam, it was a very
difficult time for everyone. I remember that we would get a week
off from school, which was a big
deal. Everyone was pretty poor, so
we didn’t really give gifts. Christmas concerts and Christmas

night Mass were both a big part of
Christmas that I remember.
Sergio Park (South Korea):
In Korea, Christmas is a more
friend-based holiday. People give
out gifts the night before and then
usually go out to eat, or go visit
friends, or go to the town square
for a festival.
Rob Chura (Russia): Well, in
Russia, the most similar thing to
Christmas is on Jan 1. Most people eat dinner with their families
around nine o’clock and then after they eat they watch television
until about midnight. After midnight, the children usually go to
bed and then some of the parents
will go out walking, either to visit
neighbors or relatives close by.
Some people might go to public
squares and be out until five or six
in the morning.
Aniebiet Abasi (Wisdom) Akpan (Nigeria): Christmas was
celebrated a lot like it is here. They
have carolers and gifts and stuff.
Gifts are usually clothes or toys
for kids.

Radzou Dorlus (Haiti): We usually go to church really late at
night. We have a nice dinner, see
people you haven’t seen in a while,
maybe sleep over. It’s kind of like
the Fourth of July. It’s a really joyful time, people run around, go
out and get ice cream, things that
aren’t a part of our daily life.
Traditional Food
Jennifer
Crespin
(France):
What’s traditional in France,
doesn’t mean that everybody does
it, but the traditional thing is to
have the le réveillon, a meal eaten
just after midnight. Some typical
things that people are going to eat
are delicacies. Even people who
don’t have a lot of money will really make a big effort to have that
at Christmas time, things like foie
gras (duck liver). A lot of people
do eat turkey and the stuffing and
things like that. The typical desert
is the Bûche de Noël. It’s a cake
that looks like a Yule log with little
meringue mushrooms.
John Lan Tran (Vietnam): No
traditional foods, because every-

one was very poor and barely had
anything to eat. I remember one
year coming home from Christmas night Mass and eating soup
with my family while standing
around the fire talking and eating.
Wisdom Akpan (Nigeria): Yam
fufu is only eaten during special
occasions and Christmas is one of
them. During Christmas, people
gather all their best dry treats
into a bowl and then go out and
trade bowls with people to get
something better.
Radzou Dorlus (Haiti): Usually
we don’t have cake, but we eat ice
cream, sometimes, milk. I don’t
think cookies exist back at home
but sometimes we have bread. Besides that you kind of eat normally but some people tend to not eat
things related to killing animals.
Santa Claus
Myriam Aliste (Chile): We call
Santa “Viejito Pascuero”, and he
dresses exactly like here.
Jennifer Crespin (France): The
Santa Claus is called Père Noël.
continued on next page
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(continued from preceding page)
He’s basically the same as he is
here. I think when the tradition
of Père Noël started, it was a different kind of Santa Claus than
what we have now, but thanks to
commercialism, Père Noël is the
same as American Santa Claus.
He actually does fly around with
reindeer on a sleigh, though the
reindeer don’t have names, there’s
no Rudolph.
Ching-ling Tai (Taiwan): (Santa
Claus) is a completely Western
style. They might sing a Christmas carol in Chinese but they are
still American (songs).
John Lan Tran (Vietnam): No we
didn’t even know who Santa was.
We focused a lot on music, with
quiet concerts, skits, and Christmas plays.
Sergio Park (South Korea):
There is Santa Claus but it’s a
more commercial version, like the
Coca-Cola Santa. No one believes
that he gives presents or anything
though.
Rob Chura (Russia): Yes there
is someone similar to Santa and
he is named Ded Moroz which

means Grandfather Frost. Moroz
goes around and delivers presents
to the kids on New Years’ night.
He doesn’t have a sleigh and he
is skinny. His granddaughter the
Snow Princess is similar to the
elves, she helps him make the
presents.
Wisdom Akpan (Nigeria): There
isn’t really a Santa. People know
their dad just gets things they
might like.
Radzou Dorlus (Haiti): We stop
believing in Santa at a pretty early
age, kind of like six.
Christmas Decorations
Myriam Aliste (Chile): What they
do is they close some of the streets
in the city so people have free access to stores and they decorate
the streets very nicely. There’s several Santas in the streets or little
shows going on. It’s also summer
time so there’s a lot of tourists, not
necessarily from outside of the
country, but other regions of the
country. We start to set up the tree
on the fifteenth of September and
take it down on Epiphany because
for us that’s when Christmas ends
and many people do celebrate the
three Magis on January 6. They’re

trying nowadays to get fake trees
because they’re trying to save the
forest. Most of the hills nowadays,
they don’t have a lot of pine trees.
Jennifer Crespin (France): The
most traditional thing would be
the crèche, which is the nativity scene. So what most families
will do is put out a small crèche
at their home, and they’re a little
more traditional. The figures are
clay figures that are hand-painted
from the south of France, and
those are the traditional kind of
nativity scene and you have all
kinds of figures: animals, people,
that were at the nativity scene
and also figures from around the
south of France like the baker and
the shoemaker. The thing is, you
don’t put baby Jesus there until
Christmas morning. They put
the Christmas tree up a lot later
than we do, just a few days before
Christmas, even the day before
Christmas. And they tend to keep
it up longer, until January 6, the
Epiphany. And that’s whenever
the Magi are said to appear and
the gifts are given to baby Jesus.
And on January 6 they eat the
King’s Cake, La galette des Rois,
and in every bakery in France
you can buy the galette des Rois

and they have a figure from the
crèche inside, and the person that
gets that is the king or queen for
the day, so it’s a lot like the king’s
cake for Mardi Gras. They don’t
do stockings but Père Noël still
comes around and puts gifts, but
rather than put them in stockings, he puts it in shoes. People
do not decorate the outside of
their houses but shops and cities
and outdoors will be decorated.
People in their homes don’t tend
to go over the top like we do here,
just the Christmas tree and the
nativity.
Ching-ling Tai (Taiwan): There’s
the Christmas tree and the Santa
Claus at the shopping center.
John Lan Tran (Vietnam):
Christmas was a very festive
holiday, and we would decorate
the church steeple in our village which was in the middle of
town. We decorated the church
with a big star on top and more
stars inside the church which we
actually made. We had the manger set up in the sanctuary of the
church. In our homes we didn’t
have a Christmas tree, it wasn’t a
tradition, we would clean up our
houses and put on out nice table-

ware but that was it.
Sergio Park (South Korea):
There aren’t any trees, but wreaths
are really popular. People like to
decorate their houses with snow.
Rob Chura (Russia): They have a
New Year’s tree, just like ours with
ornaments, wreaths, etc. People
hang garlands, not on their trees,
but from the ceilings of their
homes as well as the city decorates
the streets with them. They are a
bit different. They aren’t glittery
or stringy. They are more like a
bunch of lanterns or stars strung
together. No mistletoe, no stockings. People also put little figurines of Ded Moroz (Father Frost)
and Snegurochka (Snow Princess)
under their New Year’s trees.
Wisdom Akpan (Nigeria): Decorations are used in all the same
way except instead of using conifers and hollys they use palm trees
and kola.
Radzou Dorlus (Haiti): We don’t
have all those decorations …
There’s a Christmas tree, but not a
real one. It’s like one of those plastic things. You watch TV to see all
of those decorations.
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Drive season pulls into Christmas with Adopt-a-Family
BY Sam
STAFF`

Fentress

S

t. Louis U. High’s giving community worked overtime this
semester, beginning with the
canned food drive, segueing into
the winter clothing drive, and
crossing the finish line recently
with the Adopt-A-Family drive.
All three of the drives proved
more successful than last year’s.
“(The drives) were more successful in large part because of
communication with parents,”
said campus minister Simonie
Anzalone, adding that combining
several fall drives also helped increase participation.
“I’m pleased that the drives
were a success and I’m pleased
that they seemed to get a different
level of attention because of some
strategic things that we tried,” said
SLUH president David Laughlin.
“The drives have happened here
before; they’re not new. I think
they did some new things, because different people strategize
in different ways.”
The canned food drive,
which took place in September,
raised more than three times the
amount raised last year, with a total of 3,507 food items collected
and $10,760.87 raised. According
to Laughlin, having food, clothing, and Adopt-a-Family items
present in the Si Commons and
the old cafeteria during the drive
helped boost morale.
“We had the opportunity
in each of these drives to have
some visual representation in

our school,” said Laughlin. “Anyone who came to our school at
Open House saw stacks of 30-gallon bags filled with stuff for the
homeless. That was tremendous,
because it talks about who we are.
Part of the mission of our school
is to be mindful of those who are
most in need.”
Since several changes had
been made to the drives this year,
specifically the Adopt-A-Family
drive (see Vol. 77, Issue 3), the
drives’ methods continue to be
refined.
“We have to figure out a way
to communicate more information about the family, but still
make it easy for parents or students to sign up,” said Anzalone.
“We’re hoping to have two parent
co-chairs for (the Adopt-a-Family
drive) so that they can work with
Mrs. Dickens and me.”
“I think it’s an Ignatian principle to take the time to review
and reflect upon, ‘How did this
go?’,” said Laughlin. “Even though
I’m really proud of the community for what it’s done, we have to
take the opportunity to listen and
to think. And I think that’s what
helped us make changes this year.”
Laughlin noted that there
was awareness among students
that they were constantly being
asked to donate various items,
sometimes even in the form of
complaint. However, Laughlin
supposed that this could be a
good thing, as it proves that efforts of coordination made students constantly aware of SLUH’s

Foreign press visits SLUH
BY Connor FitzGerald
Reporter

L

ast Friday, during activity period, four journalists came to
SLUH as part of a State Department sponsored program to learn
about different cultures around
the U.S. by touring across the
country.
Starting their tour in the east
coast of the United States in New
York, the international group of
journalists continued their cross
country trip by making a stop in
St. Louis.
The part of the tour that came
to visit SLUH was made up of four
members. They were from various
European countries as part of a
tour for educational purposes to
learn about our culture and our
education. The members of the
group were editors from newspapers and television networks
that ranged from Barcelona,
Spain; Vienna, Austria; London,
United Kingdom; and Copenhagen, Denmark. Two members
came from TV stations, two other
editors worked for city newspapers, and the visiting editor from
Spain works as the chief editor for
World News TV.
Since coming to the U.S., the
group has been looking to tour
various schools throughout the
country in an effort to learn more
about education in the United
States.
“The group contacted us first
two months ago. They were touring the country and were looking
for a place to go in the Midwest,
and they settled on coming to
SLUH,” explained Principal John

Moran.
Also comprised of Russian
speaking European journalists
and editors looking to visit U.S.
schools with Russian Foreign
Language programs, the tour
chose to stop at SLUH because
SLUH is one of the only schools
in the area that has a Russian program.
Looking at an American
high school and meeting with
our school’s own group of writers and journalists, the visiting group was shocked by the
many differences and similarities between our cultures especially in the use of social media.
“When the group saw the
‘Users of Facebook will be tarred
and feathered’ sign in the Prep
News office, they were surprised,”
said senior Joe Kreienkamp.
Kreienkamp also described
how the journalists used social
media as an important part of
their job.
“After we talked about Twitter, they started to talk about
their newspapers and TV jobs
and what jobs they performed for
them,” Kreienkamp said.
Kreienkamp also commented, “(this was a) really interesting
experience. It’s not something that
happens a lot that we have people
coming to SLUH from around the
world.”
Before the group left, they
were given copies of the Prep News
to hopefully remember their trip
to SLUH by. After their stop here
in the Midwest, they will be heading west to California.
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Sophomores Kieran Chang and Clark Conway with gifts for the Adopt-aFamily Drive, which recently ended.

mission to be mindful of the less
fortunate.
Even with changes to be made
for next year’s drives, Anzalone is
extremely pleased with the results

of this year’s modifications.
“When I walk in the old cafeteria and see 92 families that will
be supported this Christmas, it’s
overwhelming,” said Anzalone.

Tom Fields wins Poetry Out
Loud with Adam’s Curse
(continued from page 1)
This year’s judges included
Fine Arts teacher Kathryn Whitaker, 2009 Poetry Out Loud winner
and national finalist Pete Winfrey,
’09, and retired English teacher
Bill George.
“(George) was on campus
for a birthday party, and with
the Yeats poem being performed
twice, I thought it’d be nice to
have him as a judge,” said Hus-

sung.
Fields will move on to the
regional competition, where he
must memorize two more poems:
one from before the 20th century,
and one of 20 lines or less.
Hussung was also pleased
with the demographics of the performers.
“We had six sophomores and
juniors performing, and I hope
that they’ll come back and perform again next year.”

Academic integrity
committee forges ahead
(continued from page 1)
he told me to send him an
email with the plans of what we
wanted to do, which is that we
want to set up a meeting with the
teachers, with the heads of the departments, and get a uniform policy and a uniform punishment,”
said Hawatmeh.
“I think it’s the responsibility
of the adults in the community to
eliminate as many opportunities
as they can without compromising the educational process, but
ultimately it’s the responsibility
of the students to not cheat,” said
physics teacher Paul Baudendistel.
“[W]e want that fear that
keeps you from cheating, it’s like
a healthy fear,” said Hawatmeh.
“Hopefully we can raise the re-

spect, too, from the teachers.”
As students are reaching out
to faculty, there have been positive responses. English teachers
Steve Missey and Chuck Hussung
are enthusiastic about the determination demonstrated by the
students.
“I think it’s really great that
there’s a student group that’s interested in working on it on their
own. And I don’t really know very
much about what they’re doing, I
just know that the group is working on something,” said Missey.
“And I know there are other
people who are excited about
that fact, and I’m really looking
forward to seeing, at some point,
what it is that they’re doing, what
they are accomplishing while
they’re doing the work.”

Study Drugs

(continued from page 1)
knew people who took them a
couple of times a month.
According to the survey,
SLUH tests or exams were the
most common situation that students would take study drugs for,
followed by the ACT.
Students indicated that the
pressure to succeed from parents
or teachers, or to get into the college of their choice were ranked as
the greatest factors that affected a
student’s decision to take a study
drug. In an increasingly competitive college admissions environment, students are trying to gain
an edge.
“I think it’s a manifestation of
the pressures they feel (and) that’s
worth students reflecting about,”
said Assistant Principal for Mission Jim Linhares.
It is difficult to draw conclusions about exactly how many
students are using study drugs.
Of seniors who reported knowing
someone who takes study drugs,
half said the number of students
they knew taking them was between one and ten while another
half reported knowing ten or
more students.
Prep News data suggests that
a student’s introduction to study
drugs seems to happen sometime
between sophomore and junior
year. Only four percent of sophomores reported that they had
used study drugs while 13 percent
of juniors reported they had, with
similar increases for those who
say they know study drug users.
Assistant Principal for Student Life Brock Kesterson has
never dealt with a disciplinary
case involving study drugs so he
couldn’t specifically say what repercussions would be involved.
While Kesterson said punishments could be similar to those
for other substance abuse such as
alcohol or marijuana, he would
take a unique approach and deal
with each instance on a case by
case basis.
“It’s something we will definitely take seriously,” said Kesterson. “It’s something that I would
definitely work with the counselors on as well and figure out
a proper plan of action based on
those conversations and gathering all that information. … We’re
not dealing with kids who have
prescriptions for alcohol or prescriptions for marijuana. If a kid
were to have (alcohol or marijuana) on them, it’s an obvious red
flag. For (study drugs) you have
to dig a little deeper and find out
what the backstory is.”
The Prep News numbers were
in line with survey results from
other sources. In a 2008 survey
in the Journal of American College Health, 18 percent of college
freshman reported using ADHD
medications illicitly.
While the Prep News survey
didn’t determine where students
obtain stimulants from, other
surveys show that students mainly obtain the stimulants from
their friends. A 2008 article in
the Journal of American College
Health reported that 91 percent of
college students who took study
drugs obtained the stimulants
from their friends with ADD or
ADHD.
An article in the New York
Times reported that some students
continued on page 9
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Survey looks at student study drug use
(continued from page 8)
obtained the drugs by faking the
symptoms of ADD or ADHD to
their doctors. Psychologist Dan
Weinstein, who also does some
consulting work for SLUH, hasn’t
seen too many patients feigning
the symptoms of ADD or ADHD,
but he has seen something else.
“What I have seen a fair
amount of, particularly later in
high school and even more so in
college, are students who think
they have ADHD, and they try
one of their friend’s stimulants,”
said Weinstein. “They notice that
it has helped them and so then
they seek out an evaluation to
confirm they really have ADHD.
“Just because someone has a
good response to a stimulant does
not mean they have ADHD even
though some physicians will say,
‘If the drug helps them, they must
have ADHD,’” said Weinstein.
“That’s definitely a misconception
or a myth because the majority of
people would have a positive response to a stimulant for a time
but that doesn’t mean all those
people have ADHD.”
Considering that most students obtain the drugs from their
friends and not from the street
corner, it’s not too surprising that
66 percent of seniors who knew
someone who took study drugs
reported that study drugs were
either “very available” or “somewhat available” on SLUH’s campus, with 21 percent of seniors
reporting that study drugs were
“very available.”
“It’s going to take some more
conversations and some more
research to figure out what to do
and how to best approach (study
drugs’ accessibility) as well,” said
Kesterson. “I don’t want guys to
have their hands on these things
that are not supposed to have
them. And I want the guys who
are supposed to have them to use
them appropriately.”
Adderall, the most commonly used stimulant, is made up
of mixed amphetamine salts that
work by increasing the level of the
neurotransmitter dopamine in
the brain, a chemical that directly
affects a person’s ability to concentrate. Adderall also amplifies
electrical conductivity and blood
flow that controls a person’s ability to focus and concentrate.
Unlike Adderall’s precursor, Ritalin, which lasts between
four to six hours, the effects of
Adderall can last up to 12 hours.
Students with a prescription for
Adderall only need to take it once
a day.
While Weinstein said it’s extremely rare for a person with
ADHD to become addicted to
their own medication, the Drug
Enforcement
Administration
(DEA) lists Adderall and Ritalin
as Class 2 controlled substances
because these stimulants are
among the most addictive drugs
with a medical use. By comparison cocaine and morphine are
also listed as Class 2 while the
antidepressant Valium is listed as
Class 4. Adderall’s Class 2 status
means that selling it or even giving it away to friends could be
prosecuted as a felony.
The use of study drugs can
lead to addiction. Similar to other stimulants, study drugs can
produce a “crash” after the effect
of the drug runs out, leaving the
user desiring more. As the dosage

increases, the risk of side effects
increases. Weinstein said that
abusing prescription medication
could potentially be a gateway
drug for more substance abuse.
The counseling department
hasn’t dealt with any cases involving students abusing study drugs
so they don’t have any particular
guidelines to help people who
have abused study drugs, but they
would be there to help.
“Our hope is that we will
help the students to come to a realization of what they are doing to
their bodies and really work with
what is at the root of (the cause),”
said counseling department chair
Nina See. “If the root is pressure,
what could we do to alleviate that
pressure? Maybe put study skills
in place, maybe take a lesser load
(of classes), and maybe help them
realize that there’s 3000 schools
out there. There’s not going to
have to be one school that you
have to go to.”
The use of study drugs is more
prevalent in college where different universities have responded
differently to their rise. Webster
University, for example, has a
multifaceted approach to helping
students who abuse stimulants,
one that hinges on education prevention. Students can take an online self-assessment to gauge their
drug abuse and there is information on Webster’s website and in
dorms about study drugs and the
dangers of mixing two drug types,
such as stimulants and alcohol,
together. A lot of Webster’s information is grounded heavily in
scientific research.
“The more informed you are
about drugs, the better off you’ll
be,” said Dr. Patrick Stack, the
Director of Counseling Service at
Webster University.
Kesterson said that if students know of a friend who is
abusing study drugs and want to
help them, they could talk to any
adult in the building.
“What to do in those types of
situations is to get help and that
help can be me,” said Kesterson. “I
know it seems like, ‘He’s the disciplinarian so if I go to him he’s
automatically going to get me in
trouble or get my friend in trouble’, but if it’s done in the spirit of
support then that’s what I’m here
to do: support.
“If I catch someone selling
them or if I catch someone abusing them then it’s a somewhat
different situation. If someone
comes to me and says, ‘I know soand-so is doing this. Can you get
them some help?’ I’m happy to do
that. I think anyone in this community is there to help if there’s a
situation that comes up. I say that
truthfully and not as a scheme to
catch somebody.”
Students were torn over
whether or not they thought using study drugs was academically
dishonest. Only 33 percent of seniors and 36 percent of juniors
thought study drugs were academically dishonest while 56 percent of sophomore and 70 percent
of freshmen thought so.
Assistant Principal for Mission Jim Linhares wasn’t as interested in the dimension of academic dishonesty but more concerned
with other ways that using study
drugs is dishonest.
“I think it’s in it’s own category,” said Linhares. “Taking

study drugs without a perscription is cheating in a lot of ways.
There’s some dangers there to
your health. There is setting patterns that could be destructive
long-term for your life, and then
there’s the academic boost it may
give.”
“You are manipulating your
mind in some way,” said senior
Alex Tarter. “The problem is not
necessarily that you’re not using
your own work, but you’re using
some sort of intelligence that is
not your own.”
“I think there are a lot of
ways to increase your concentration,” said senior Kurt Thiemann.
“I think part of it is that this particular drug that is supposed to
be used in a way to help people
to need it, but it’s being used by
people who don’t need it. It’s not
the fact that it boosts concentration. It’s the fact it has an intended
purpose and it’s being used outside of that.”
Even students who considered using study drugs to be academically dishonest during a test,
were torn between whether or
not it would be acceptable to use
them to study before a test.
Thiemann
and
Tarter
thought that using study drugs
to study for a test should not be
considered cheating, but other
students disagreed.
“I personally don’t have any
trouble focusing during a test,”
said senior Robby Martineau. “I
find using a study drug you don’t
have a legal prescription for when
you’re studying for a test to be
a little bit worse because that’s
when it would help the most so
that’s when it would be least acceptable.”
“If you want to use the obvious baseball analogy, players
aren’t juicing up immediately
before a game, they’re juicing up
so they can practice and practice
better,” said senior Brendan McDermott. “It’s that same kind of

cheating mentality.”
know anything about it.”
“Aderall is prescribed to help
“I don’t think it’s something
you focus and to zone in more,” that’s on our radar here with the
said senior Joey Fisher. “And just teachers and with the student
because you’re more focused body that we work with,” said AP
doesn’t mean you’re gonna nec- Psychology teacher Tom Kickessarily score better every time. ham.
It just means that you’ll be able
“I don’t want to ever condone
to focus harder on the test. And I cheating and especially when I
don’t think focus is cheating.”
haven’t thought through this is“I don’t think (taking study sue,” said Kickham. “But my first
drugs is academically dishonest) instinct is I don’t see it as cheating.
because I think it’s something that Maybe with more thought and recan help you,” said senior Ben search I would come around to
Hutchsion. “It’s just like taking a reason why I would see it that
a long nap. It just enhances your way.”
ability to do well on a test.
Both Kickham and Becvar
“I don’t think that necessar- agreed that their biggest current
ily just being able to focus more concern lies in the prospect that
is going to give you answers,” said students are abusing drugs, rather
senior Jack Walsh, who agrees than in what the ethical implicawith Fisher and Hutchison that tion of that use might be.
using study drugs is not academi“People are self-medicating
cally dishonest.
for academic advantage and my
All three agree, though, that thought on it is that...that’s drug
drugs have no place being sold on abuse and I worry about a person
SLUH’s campus.
getting themselves into trouble
“Because it really is a medica- with the drug,” said Kickham.
tion for ADD and ADHD, I don’t “Whether it be short-term trouthink it’s a problem that so many ble in the moment, or long-term
people have it, but that so many problems.”
people are willing to give it away I
“I think anytime you take
guess is questionable,” said Fisher. drugs it’s an issue. What’s it caus“But that’s just how it is.”
ing? I don’t know,” said Becvar.
Some teachers were sur- “Do I have a concern about peoprised, or caught off guard by the ple taking drugs? Yes.”
survey results, while others were
Kickham is unsure of whethunsure of what a study drug re- er or not the drug actually is able
ally is. Regardless, it appears that to affect a student’s performance
more information is needed to in any way besides giving them an
determine exactly what study energy boost.
drugs mean to teachers in the
“I’m sure they’re getting the
classroom as well as to determine stimulant effect, with Adderall, I
a stance from an academic hon- just wonder if they’re getting the
esty viewpoint.
increase in focus,” he said. “You
“Certainly more information might have driven a different car
is needed so that we can process that time and gotten the highest
this whole survey and look at it ACT score too, but I don’t think
more intelligently so that we can that correlates.”
see if there’s something that needs
to be done,” said Assistant Principal for Academics Tom Becvar.
“When you say to me Adderall,
I say I have no idea what you’re
In what type of situation have you
talking about, because I don’t or the students you indicated used study
drugs? Below: percentage of students
who ranked topic the most common.
Results are accu-
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Survey Results rate to + or - 6%
Sr. Jr. So. Fr.
1 Have you ever used Yes 12%
13% 3% 1%
a study drug to enhance
your academic performance?
Do you know any
2
other SLUH students

No 88% 87% 96% 99%
Yes 54% 49% 15% 5%

who use study drugs to
enhance their academic
abilities?

No 46% 51% 85% 95%

you think
3enoughDo information
has

Yes 22% 25% 21% 26%

been presented to students on the dangers of
using study drugs?

4 Do you think that

using study drugs is academically dishonest?

5

What is your best
estimate of how many
students you are aware
of who use study drugs?

6 How often
do you, or the

students you are
aware of, take
study drugs to
the best of you
knowledge?

9
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No 78% 75% 79% 74%
Yes 33% 36% 56% 70%
No 67% 64% 44% 30%
1-5 5-10 10-15
Jr. 36% 8%
Sr. 32% 18%

20+

31%

24%

26%

24%

Once or twice A couple times On a somewhat
per year
per month
weekly basis

Sr.

To catch up on
Homework
For a SLUH
test or exam.

7%

Jr.

7%

48% 74%

For ACT
or SAT

39% 14%

For AP
Tests

7%

5%

8

On a scale of 1-10, how greatly do
the following factors affect a student’s
decision to take a study drug?

Sr.

Pressure to Succeed

8.36

Perception that study
drugs are harmless

6.34

Belief that it’s hard to
get caught

6.47

How readily available, on SLUH’s
9campus,
are study drugs to students?

Sr. Jr.

So.

very
available

21% 11% 31%

Somewhat
available

45% 51% 6%

Jr. 42%

40%

19%

rarely
available

30% 21% 50%

Sr. 52%

43%

5%

not available

4%

17% 13%
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Wrestling returns to form,
takes third at Ritenour
BY Mar Lonsway
REPORTER

F

ollowing an 11th place finish
in the Parkway South tournament, and a dual meet loss to Pattonville last week, the Jr. Bills have
finally redeemed themselves. Last
weekend the Jr. Bills fought their
way to a third place victory in the
Ritnour tournament and followed
with another victory Tuesday evening, storming the mats at Vianney for a 57-24 win.
Starting the action off in the
145-pound weight class, senior
captain Jack Flotte stomped the
Griffins with a first period pin.
Flotte pinned the wrestler with
only four seconds left in the period.
Winning the title of most
outstanding wrestler of the night,
as deemed by Coach Jon Ott, was
junior Jim Onder, who managed
to pin his opponent during the
second period. Onder wrestled a
vigorous match where he was taken down early in the first period.
After escaping from the Griffin’s
hold, however, Onder turned the
tables as he shot for his foe’s legs.
After ending the first period
in relentless grapples, Onder had
deferred himself to start the next
period in referee’s position. Giving the Griffin the advantage,
Onder pulled a reversal, and
next, a pin, winning the match for
SLUH.
“Instead of getting pressured,
he got his escape, kept attacking
the whole time, and ended up
dominating,” said head coach Jon
Ott.
Up next, at 160, senior Justin
McManemin was pinned towards
the end of the match. Starting the
third period off in referee’s position, McManemin pulled a reversal and a takedown on the Griffin.
But, the Griffin escaped. After
performing a takedown on McManemin, the Vianney wrestler
put himself in good position for
a pin. McManemin, failing to escape the Griffin’s grasp, ended his
night pinned to the mat.
Sophomore 170 Rafael Robert took home six points for the
team with a bye.
Freshman 182 McKenzie

Callahan wrestled another win for
SLUH. Making the only move in
his match, Callahan took his opponent down immediately. Once
down, Callahan was able to break
his opponent down for a pin in
just under a minute.
Wrestling at 195, junior John
Putnam wrestled his way into
the second period before being
pinned.
In the heavyweight division, senior captain Sam Wilhelm
swiftly pulled off a second period
win with a takedown in the second period.
“Sam Wilhelm finally listened to his coaches and (it) made
his life a lot easier by shooting his
takedowns,” said assistant coach
Sean O’Brien.
After being moved up to
avoid a bye for Vianney, freshman
Jacob Schneider had a shot at the
varsity lineup. Unfortunately for
the 106-pound freshman, he was
pinned in the first period.
Sophomore 113 Colin Arroyo received a bye.
At 120, junior Brandon Bollinger finished with a 6-0 win on
points for the Jr. Bills. Staying in
control the entirety of the match,
Bollinger hit one reversal and two
takedowns, racking up the points
for his victory.
Junior Sean Mulligan (126)
finished off the night with yet another pin for SLUH. After dominating the first period, Mulligan
started the second period down,
struck a reversal, and ended the
match shortly after.
Junior 132 Joe Reichold and
senior captain 138 Nick Geiser
also received byes.
“Our guys came out to wrestle, they were in real good shape
and could finish their matches. …
It’s a combination of wrestling real
well, being in great shape, and finishing (the opponent) when the
opportunity came up,” said Ott.
At the end of the night, SLUH
had come out on top of Vianney
for their first victory over their
MCC rival in eight years. The
SLUH wrestlers have a full week
of wrestling ahead of them before
hosting a quad meet on Dec. 21 in
the Danis Field House.

Underclassmen sports
C-White Basketball
11/28: SLUH 33-42 Jeff Jr. High
11/29: SLUH 49-20 Troy
11/30: SLUH 37-50 Timberland
12/4: SLUH 20-24 Vianney
12/10: SLUH - Chaminade (unreported)
12/12: SLUH 46-44 Fox
B Basketball (1-2)
11/29: McCluer North 47-42
SLUH
12/4: SLUH 32-42 Chaminade
12/13: Ritenour 29-40 SLUH
B Hockey (1-5-1)
11/10: Duschesne 7-3 SLUH
11/17: SLUH 2-4 Timberland
11/24: Rockwood Summit 8-1
SLUH
11/25: Holt 4-3 SLUH
12/1: SLUH 4-6 Ladue
12/2: SLUH 3-0 Chaminade
12/8: SLUH 3-3 Fort Zumwalt
South
JV Hockey (6-1)

SPORTS

Prep News

11/4: Vianney 0-3 SLUH
11/11: SLUH 3-1 Francis Howell Central
11/18: SLUH 8-0 CBC (purple)
11/27: SLUH 0-3 CBC (white)
12/2: Marquette 1-2 SLUH
12/9: SLUH 4-1 Fort Zumwalt
West
12/11: SLUH 4-2 Eureka
C Wrestling (1-0)
12/11: Vianney W 46-27
JV Wrestling (3-0)
12/4: vs. CBC W 40-23
12/4: vs. Kirkwood W
12/11: vs. Vianney W
12/8: Windsor Tournament
Team Record: 22-2
Reid Gilliam(120) 1st place
John Putnam(195) 1st place
John Simms (220) 1st place
Max Kavy (285) 1st place
-compiled by Brian Dugan and
Clark DeWoskin
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Hockey tops
Zumwalt
BY Nick Kimble
REPORTER

C

oming into the Lafayette
game last Saturday, the
Jr. Bills hockey team was on
a hot streak. The last stretch
of three games included wins
over both CBC and Oakville.
SLUH took the early lead as
senior Nick Walters took the puck
from fellow senior Peter Hummel to put the Jr. Bills up 1-0.
Walters said of his goals this season, “I’ve been getting great passes
from my line mates … just doing
my best to put the puck in the net.”
Lafayette would not have their
hopes crushed by a one-goal deficit. The Lancers added two more
by the end of the third period to
top the Jr. Bills 3-2 and give them
their second loss of the season.
“The Lafayette game was frustrating in a lot of ways. We know
we didn’t play our best game,” said
Walters, who scored both SLUH
goals. “We still believe that when
we play our best there is no team
in the state that can play with us.”
Senior captain Peter Hummel, who had both assists
on Saturday, said of the loss,
“We
completely
underestimated them and had no focus.”
Monday night brought a
change of scenery for the Jr. Bill
faithful as the Hockeybills skated at the RecPlex in St. Peters
to take on Fort Zumwalt West.

Junior goalie Brandon Hasselhorst pushes the puck away against Lafayette
on Saturday.

SLUH jumped out to an early
2-0 lead. But Zumwalt West refused to go quietly.
“Fort Zumwalt was a
chippy game and just frustrating because we couldn’t
catch a break,” said Hummel.
By the end of the second period the Jr. Bills led by a slim margin of 3-2. However, the score was
not indicative of the type of game
played. The shot total at the end
of the second was 20-8 for SLUH.
Senior Stephen Lordo said,
“We dominated the play. We created chances and picked up our
physical game. The shots on goal
indicate what type of game it was.”
Both teams did in fact share
time in the penalty box, narrowly
avoiding an end-of-the-game
bench brawl. The Fitzpatrickbills

triumphed in the end 4-2, with
a final shot count of 33-10. With
the win, U. High super fans, along
with a rough and rowdy Zumwalt West fan section cleared the
stands to endure a long ride home.
SLUH takes on DeSmet tonight at Queeny Park at 9:30.
Hummel pointed out the keys
of the game to defeat the Spartans.
“We have to regain our focus
and come out strong by getting
some early goals and keep pouring it on,” said Hummel.
Walters’ key to the game was
the fan support, and he encouraged a large turnout.
“We love the fan support every game and it really gives the
team a boost out there,” said Walters.

second highest score overall at the
meet.
“Scores looked promising at
this one,” said senior Ian Stroube.
“It looks like they will be for the
rest of the season. If we can continue to improve, we will do well,
and possibly have an undefeated
season.”
Sophomores Chip Alfaro and
Matt Bates from the varsity team
joined the seniors at the meet.
Alfaro scored 513/600, and Bates
scored 516/600, despite difficult
conditions. Competitors had to
wear eye protection, which SLUH
doesn’t use during practice. In addition, the team endured a roughly five-hour car ride to get to the

meet.
“We had to deal with the five
hour car ride, so we were pretty
stiff when we got out of the van,”
said Alfaro. “The range there
didn’t have the best lighting, and
the eyewear didn’t help me shoot
as well as I usually do.”
“We had a great opening
match under very difficult conditions,” said head coach Will Bresnahan.
On Sunday, Dec. 16, the team
will travel to Streator, Ill. for the
Jr. Olympic Illinois residential
qualifier. Stroube is expected to
capture the State title.

Riflebills hit target five hours away
BY Matt
REPORTER

Bates

T

his past Saturday, the rifle
team went to Gilmon, Ill. for
the annual Raider Classic, a three
position air rifle match that hosts
several precision air rifle teams.
The Riflebills competed division
with several public schools and
military schools from the area.
The senior team, consisting of David Ayeke, Ian Stroube,
Lucas Brooks, and captain Matt
Rudolf, was able to shoot its
way to first place, with a score of
2266/2400. Rudolf led the team
with an overall score of 573/600,
with an exceptional kneeling
score of 196/200. Rudolf had the

Racquetball conversation cube
-compiled by
Thomas Riganti

Did you write a letter What is the best If you were trapped What is your favorite
to Santa and what meal you can cook? in a racquetball
racquetball color?
did you ask for?
court, what would
you bring?

A.J. Cirillo
(Senior No. 4 seed)

Yeah. I asked for Spaghetti and
some snow days this Meatballs with my
year.
grandma’s secret
sauce.

Kevin Schneier so I Pink balls even
would have some- though Doc says
one with me that I they’re for girls.
could easily beat in
a quick game to 11.

Jacob Abrahamian
(Junior No. 5 seed)

Of course. I asked
for a multiple choice
English
semester
exam.

I can occasionally
microwave a bag of
popcorn
without
burning it.

Racquetball goggles Pink. I like the pink
and some Cheez-its. racquetballs
the
And a ladder to get girls use.
out.

Kevin Schneier
The Notebook, a
(Sophomore No. 6 sewing
machine,
seed)
and a 1st generation
iPod shuffle.

Probably hamburgers but I’ve been
slowly working my
way up to frozen
pizzas.

Things Fall Apart Definitely blue. I’ve
so I can read about been told it compleOkonkwo or some ments my eyes.
sidewalk chalk in
case I get snowed in.

Brian Kissel
Yeah, I wrote a let- I make a great A racquet and a ball. Definitely that
(Sophomore Dou- ter asking for gloves grilled cheese.
greenish one.
bles)
like Doc said to.
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Basketball takes consolation championship after flat-footed loss
BY Brian Dugan
SPORTS EDITOR

A

lthough this season was supposed to be a transition year
for the St. Louis U. High basketball
team (6-1, 1-0), its 4-0 start had
fans forgetting their preseason
expectations. So a 47-42 loss to
Marquette in the first round of
the Webster Classic last week delivered something of a blow.
But despite the disappointing
loss, the Jr. Bills still managed to
battle past Hazelwood West and
Lafayette for two straight wins
and the tournament’s consolation
championship for the second time
in four years.
A slow first quarter put
SLUH in an early rut last Thursday against Marquette. Trailing
17-7 after the first quarter and 2519 at the half, the Jr. Bills managed
to fight back and tie the game 3232 heading into the fourth quarter. Plagued by poor shooting (28
percent from the floor), the Jr.
Bills ultimately fell, 47-42, despite
freshman guard Matt Nester’s 16

points and four three-pointers.
“I hate to use the term ‘good
loss,’ but it kind of showed what
we were capable of,” said head
coach Erwin Claggett. “I don’t
think we had the right energy or
the right mindset from the beginning of the game, and it took until
we got down quite a few points
before we decided to come out
and fight and play the way we’re
capable of playing.”
On Friday night, SLUH came
out flat-footed again against an
athletic Hazelwood West team.
The Jr. Bills managed only four
points in the first quarter, frequently holding the ball for long
periods of time without taking
a shot. After an alley-oop layup
from junior guard Charlie Nester
to junior forward Austin Sottile
to tie the game 9-9, Hazelwood
West went on a 14-4 run to head
to halftime with a 23-12 lead.
After the halftime break, the
Jr. Bills’ defense came out strong,
allowing only seven points in the
third quarter. The stingy defense
gave the Jr. Bills an opportunity

to take their first lead of the game
late in the third quarter after Sottile made a layup that rolled once
completely around the rim. They
seized the chance when Matt
Nester stole the ball in the Wildcats’ backcourt and got the ball to
his brother Charlie for the layup,
giving SLUH a 29-28 lead.
After a few more minutes
of close basketball, the Jr. Bills
pulled away to a 54-43 win with
a 25-point fourth quarter. Sottile led the team with 17 points,
and Matt Nester scored 16 points
and made four three-pointers for
a second consecutive game. The
team shot 55 percent from the
floor and 88 percent from the free
throw line.
“I think we were just kind of
complacent after we beat Chaminade, and we just came out really
flat in the Marquette game and
the (Hazelwood West) game,” said
Sottile. “We just waited until the
second half to turn it on in both
games.”
In the consolation championship, the Jr. Bills faced a Lafay-

ette team that was 2-1 entering
the game. Despite another first
quarter deficit, SLUH took control of the game with a 6-0 run to
start the second quarter, giving
the team a lead which it rode to a
51-44 victory.
“It was more about just winning the games than trying to win
any recognition for the consolation,” senior captain Zach Greiner
said of the team’s final standing.
Junior forward and center
David Schmelter gave the Jr. Bills
the presence down low they had
been missing since the Chaminade game. He went to the line
five times and put up nine points
to go along with a team-leading
seven rebounds.
Sottile led the team with 17
points and after the game was
named to the all-tournament
team. It’s the second tournament
this year (the Southside Classic
was the other) for which he’s been
given such an honor.
“It means a lot to me,” Sottile
said. “It’s cool to be named alltournament.”
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After their final game of the
tournament, SLUH managed to
rack up one more piece of hardware before they left Webster
Groves High School. Junior Alex
Piening won the slam dunk contest with a lobbed bounce-pass
to himself that he caught and
dunked with one hand.
“I was happy I won,” Piening
said. “It was a great way to end
the tournament after a couple big
wins.”
Tonight, the Jr. Bills recommence their regular season schedule as they seek to top DeSmet for
their second MCC win in a row
and first two-win conference season in five years.
The Spartans are 4-1 this year
and are the number four ranked
team in St. Louis according to stlhighschoolsports.com. However,
senior forward and Butler-signee
Nolan Berry broke his arms in
the preseason, and it remains to
be seen whether he will see action
tonight. Tip-off is at 7:00 in the
Field House.

Conversation of the week: NCAA soccer champion Luis Soffner, ’08
BY Jack Walsh
REPORTER

Senior soccer goalie Jack
Walsh caught up with former
SLUH keeper and current Indiana starting goalie Luis Soffner,
’08, to discuss Indiana’s National
championship victory last week.
The two also touched on Soffner’s
time at SLUH and future prospects for the MLS.
Jack Walsh: First of all, Luis, I’m
sure you have heard it a million
times, but congratulations of the
National championship win.
Luis Soffner: Thank you very
much. I appreciate it.
JW: Being a senior captain this
year, I’m sure the entire team
looked up to you for leadership.
How did you try and use that
leadership to rally the team during this special run?
LS: Like you said, I’m a senior. I
am also a fifth-year senior. I have
been here for five years now, and
obviously being named the team
captain was a huge honor, and it
comes with some responsibility
too, but it would be through leading the team with my play. If I am
playing well then hopefully the
other guys will see that, and they
can heighten their game too. And
obviously off the field too. Just
helping guys out especially some
of the younger guys who may
have issues with stuff, so my goal
as being one of the leaders on the
team this year was to work as hard
as I could and show everyone that
hard work definitely pays off.
JW: We always hear the saying defense wins championships. Your
team had shutouts against North
Carolina, Creighton, and Georgetown, three of the best teams in
the country. ...What does that saying really mean to you after you
have won on the biggest stage?
LS: It’s basically truthful now. It’s
fact. We said it all season that offense can win you some games but
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defense will win you a championship. With the last three games,
three shutouts, and I didn’t even
have to make a lot of saves, so it’s
not like I was back there working my tail off. Our team really
bought in to playing team defense
this year, and all the guys worked
extremely hard on defense.
Whether it was blocking shots or
communicating, it was incredible to watch, and they definitely
made my job a lot easier.
JW: In the semifinals and the finals you came up with some unbelievable saves to keep your team
in contention for the National
Championship. What is it like to
make those saves when the game
is on the line and you know that
you could be the difference?
LS: It feels great. Obviously as a
goalie you can go 85 minutes, like
the game against Creighton, and
not have to do a lot, and then the
last five minutes you might be all
over the place. So for that game
alone, it definitely showed how
stressful being a goalie can sometimes be and how focused you always have to stay and for me I just
try and stay focused all game just
through communication.
JW: Being good and lucky at the
same time helps a lot in sports,
especially when fighting for a National Championship. A Georgetown attacker hit a ball off the post
in the finals and came inches from
tying it late in the game. What was
going through your mind during
that play?
LS: I was pretty nervous. I went
from being extremely nervous to
extremely happy in a matter of a
second. That ball, I saw it looping
over my head and I knew that it
was heading toward the goal and
there wasn’t really much I could
do. Like I said, it kind of went up
and over me, and I saw it dipping
down, but as I said, sometimes
you need a little bit of luck, and
we definitely deserved a little bit

Soffner in goal for SLUH in his senior season.

of luck at that moment, and luckily it hit the crossbar and fell right
into my hands. As I saw it go over
my head, I was nervous, and then
when it fell right back to me I was
extremely happy knowing that
there was only a couple minutes
left, and I think it (being lucky)
was pretty much determined by
that one play.
JW: At SLUH you lost a State final
against Rockhurst in a tight game.
How does winning on the biggest
stage for Indiana compare to losing on the biggest stage representing SLUH?
LS: They are definitely similar.
Obviously one being in the collegiate level and for me it’s a huge
honor to even get the chance to
play in college to win a championship is incredible, but at SLU
High, that loss in the finals, I will
always remember that one too.
Obviously you set out every season with a team. They are basically your brothers and those guys
are still some of my best friends,
and it will be a game that I always

remember, and we all wanted to
win a championship and it was
unfortunate that it wasn’t our day
that game.
JW: Do you think that SLUH gave
you a great foundation for your
future successes at Indiana both
on the field and in the classroom?
LS: For sure. 100 percent. With
St. Louis being such a big soccer
city, it definitely alone prepared
me enough to play college soccer
here for Indiana, one of the best
programs in the country. But for
SLUH particularly, there was no
better two years of my life—I was
only there for two years—but it
was absolutely incredible. Like I
said before, I played with some
of my best friends and the level
of soccer was great. Everyone
was always competing and working hard. It wasn’t just a hobby; it
was definitely something that we
all wanted to win and wanted to
play. And in the classroom, the
academics at SLUH speak volumes for themselves pretty much.
SLUH in general has prepared me
more than anything else ever will
for college, and it was absolutely

incredible.
JW: One last question. You were
invited to the Major League Soccer combine. What are your plans
for the future, and would you like
to continue your soccer career?
LS: Yes, absolutely. I am going to
go to the combine from Jan. 10
to Jan. 15. It was a huge honor to
get invited, and it’s been one of
my goals for the last two or three
years now to make it professionally. So I am extremely honored,
and I think it will be a fun week
to go down and play with some of
the best kids in the country and
showcase my talents in front of
some good coaches in the MLS,
and hopefully I will be able to get
picked up either in the draft or
in the preseason, and I’d love to
be able to play and represent not
only my family and myself but
also all of St. Louis too.
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Friday, December 14
4pm

C-White Basketball @ DeSmet
C-Blue Basketball v. DeSmet
5:30
B Basketball v. DeSmet
7pm
V Basketball v. DeSmet
9:30pm V Hockey v. DeSmet
Lunch Special—Meatball Sandwich
Healthy—Chicken & Dumplings

Special Schedule

Tuesday, December 18

8pm

V Hockey vs. Westminster

8am

JV Wrestling @ Mehlville

Thursday, January 10
Senior Project Reflection Night
4pm
5:30pm
7pm
9:45pm

Wednesday, December 19

Schedule R

7:30am Campus Ministry Gaudete Party
AP
Freshman English Tutorial
Lunch Special—Philly Cheese Steak
Healthy—Hamburger Stroganoff

Thursday, December 20
No Classes-Christmas Break (through January 2)
8pm
V Hockey v. Kirkwood

Friday, December 21
V Basketball Holiday Classic (through Dec. 27)
4:30pm V/JV/C Wrestling vs. Troy/Ritenour/FZN

C (White) Basketball @ Chaminade Tournament
9am
C Wrestling @ Fox Wrestling Tournament @
Fox

8:15pm V Hockey vs. Chaminade

Sunday, January 13

Wednesday, January 2

No Events Scheduled

No Events Scheduled

Monday, January 14

Thursday, January 3

Schedule R

Senior Project Begins
10am Senior Grades Due
11am Mix-It-Up Lunch
3:30pm NIE Second Quarter Meeting
4:30pm C (White) Basketball vs. Vianney

Schedule R
C (White) Basketball @ Chaminade Tournament
Pallotine Retreat (through Jan. 16)
Junior College Planning (through Jan. 15)
7pm
V Hockey vs. Vianney

Tuesday, January 15

Friday, January 4

Schedule R
JV/V Wrestling @ Vianney Tournament (through Jan. 5)
AP
Sophomore Bonus Reading
4:30pm C-Blue Basketball @ DeSmet
5:30pm B Basketball @ CBC
5:45pm C-White Basketball @ DeSmet
7pm
V Basketball @ CBC
9:45pm V Hockey vs. Lindbergh

Schedule R

Kairos Retreat (through Jan. 18)
10am Grades Due
4:30pm B Basketball vs. Webster Groves
5pm
C/JV/V Wrestling vs. Eureka/Oakville @
Eureka
C (Blue) Basketball @ CBC
6pm
Sustainability Committee Meeting

Wednesday, January 16
8:15am Calendar Planning Meeting
7:30pm Jazz Combo Concert

Schedule R

Thursday, January 17

Schedule R
Mother’s Club Day of Recollection
5pm
C/JV/V Wrestling @ Chaminade
6pm
Father’s Club General Meeting

Saturday, January 5
9:15pm V Hockey vs. Eureka

Sunday, January 6

Friday, January 18

No Events Scheduled

Monday, January 7
AP
5pm

Exam Schedule
C (Blue) Basketball @ Vianney
B Basketball @ Vianney
V Basketball @ Vianney
V Hockey vs. DeSmet

Saturday, January 12

No Events Scheduled

Schedule R

Exam Schedule

Friday, January 11

Monday, December 31

C-Blue Basketball v. CBC
C-White Basketball v. CBC
Lunch Special—Special-Pick 10
Healthy—Toasted Ravioli

10pm

Class of ’12 Reunion

No Events Scheduled

4pm

Monday, December 24

12pm

Sunday, December 30

Senior Exams (through Dec. 19)
5pm
C-White Basketball v. Bishop DuBourg
5:30pm B Basketball vs. Bishop DuBourg
7pm
V Basketball v. Bishop DuBourg
Lunch Special—Salisbury Steak Sandwich
Healthy—Pizza Calzone

No Events Scheduled

Exam Schedule
First Semester Exams (through Jan. 11)

Schedule R Tuesday, January 1

Monday, December 17

Sunday, December 23

Wednesday, January 9

Saturday, December 29

KEEN
Winter Band Concert
Winter Dance and Choral Concert

No Events Scheduled

Wednesday, December 26

Friday, December 28

Sunday, December 16

Saturday, December 22

Merry Christmas!

7pm

Thursday, December 27

Faculty Christmas Party
12pm Dance Rehersal

Half Day Schedule
Mother’s Club Senior Parent Meeting

Tuesday, January 8

No Events Scheduled

Saturday, December 15

12pm
1pm
4pm

Tuesday, December 25

December 14, 2012

Schedule R

Junior Class Meeting
JV Wrestling @ MICDS

Christmas Eve Mass

Schedule R
AP
Freshman Class Mass
4:15pm C (Blue) Basketball @ Lafayette
5:30pm C (White) Basketball @ Lafayette
B Basketball @ Lafayette
6pm
V Wrestling vs. MICDS
7pm
V Basketball @ Lafayette
calendar | compiled by Jack Kiehl

Meyer shares international ecology experience from Mongolia, Russia
BY Keith
REPORTER

M

Thomas

ichael Meyer, ’10, travelled
to Lake Tahoe, Mongolia,
and Russia to study and complete conservation projects at the
Tahoe-Baikal Institute.
The Tahoe-Baikal Institute
is a summer environmental exchange which takes place at Lake
Tahoe, Mongolia, and Baikal,
Russia. The program has been
in existence since 1991, with 22
summer programs that completed. Most students, including
Meyer, had to apply to the program and learn about ecology
and conservation. Then they applied their knowledge to real life
projects and studies in places like
Tahoe and Baikal.
“Ecology is NOT ‘Recycling’,
‘Save the [insert cute animal of
your choice here]’, ‘Car Free Day’
or whatever else,” Meyer said in
an email about his conservation
studies. “Conservation is interdisciplinary. Conservation is the
marriage of science and everything else, in the hopes to CONSERVE the environment. That being said, I can trace most, if not
all, of the departments at SLUH
back to helping me on this pro-

gram.”
Meyer’s first stop was the Upper Truckee River at Lake Tahoe.
The Upper Truckee marsh region
was experiencing sediment deposition, vegetation loss, and rechannelization of the river itself.
Meyer’s job was to “to perform
biomass plot sampling at predetermined points along the river, in
the hope that river morphologists
can assess the current situation of
the river’s water table level.”
In doing this, Meyer sampled
biomass plots for areas with sedges, forbs, grasses, and rushes. His

results showed that in 2012, the
vegetation was lower than it was
when he went in 2010, showing
that vegetation was slowly decreasing. In addition to his own
study, Meyer helped perform a
greenline survey, a process that
entails walking alongside the Upper Truckee River and determining which plants are dominant
and co-dominant.
After his time at Lake Tahoe,
Meyer and the students travelled
to Mongolia. Meyer’s project was
to perform stream work, showing children how to determine if
photo | Joe Kreinekamp

Michael Meyer, ’10, speaks to students Wednesday.

the water in the stream is safe to
drink, and if not, how to clean it.
In addition to this smaller project,
Meyer travelled extensively.
“You are in Mongolia for
about ten days, and you visit
eight cities,” Meyer said. “Three of
those days are in Ulaanbaatar, the
capital, and four of those days you
are in Yeroo doing mostly education work.”
The Baikalsky Biosphere Zapovednik preserve was Meyer’s
next and final stop. Meyer said
that a federal zapovednik is like
“a national park on steroids,” referring to the level of difficulty
it takes to even enter the park.
Meyer’s project at the zapovednik
was entitled “A Landscape—Ecological Survey of an Ecological
Trail Along the Vyidrinaya River.”
Here, Meyer again assessed vegetation growth along a river by
observing different types of trees,
shrubs, undergrowth, berries, and
ferns. The goal of the project was
to offer insight on how to improve
the trail.
At SLUH, Meyer took Russian for all four years. Also, he was
a part of the Summer Intensive
Exchange in St. Petersburg, which
he said “provided me (with) an

amazing base.”
In addition to Russian, Meyer took AP Biology.
“(The teachers) gave me an
amazing foundation for biology.
The beginning hurdle in biology
is learning the vocabulary. Between the two of them, I was more
than prepared to tackle the beginnings and the upper level tasks I
encounter in biology.” Meyer said.
The trip left Meyer with
many memories and things to reflect on.
Meyer said, “Looking back,
this program is a life-changing
and life-affirming program. Previously, I wanted to become a
doctor. I was right on track to enter medical school, until I realized
that I was not as happy with it as
I thought I would be. I remember how much I loved ecology
from other biology courses, and
thought well, I will do this program to see if I can do this job for
the rest of my life— specifically
research in the field of ecology.
And the answer is yes. Yes, I can.”
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